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Description:

Dragonfly Alphabet
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Lesley Teare Designs

Graceful dragonflies and pink waterlilies adorn the cursive letters of this cross stitch alphabet. There is an
attractive balance of colors between the aqua, green and turquoise of the dragonflies contrasting with the bright
pink touches of the water lilies.

You can stitch the ABC as a whole, or you can use individual letters as initals, for personalizing projects. The
decorative letters will look good stitched on napkins for instance. Once stitchedd, each letter is less than 2 inches
high x wide on 14ct Aida (28ct evenweave). You can also cross stitch letters on an Aida band (30stitches high) and
apply to any textile item.

The projects uses metallic threads for extra highlights, 2 metallic yellow for the wings, and one dark turquoise for
their bodies.

Initials will look really great on ready-to-stitch bathroom towels, and make perfect gifts for a couple or a family. In
this case we would suggest replacing metallics with stranded cotton so you can wash at high temperature.
Pattern only includes full cross stitches (no fractionals).
A cross stitch pattern by Lesley Teare Designs.
>> see more patterns by Lesley Teare Designs
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Dragonfly Alphabet

Chart size in stitches: 150 x 180 (wide x high)
Each letter: 25 high (27 with motif) x 28 (max) wide
Needlework fabric: 14 ct Aida or 28 ct evenweave, white
Stitched area: 10 3/4 inch x 13 inch (27 cm x 33 cm)
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch
Chart: color, one-page overview for digital stitching
Threads: DMC stranded cotton, Madeira and Anchor metallics (or Kreinik Braid #4 substitutes)

Number of colors: 16

Themes: ABC, letters, initials, embellished with dragonflies and waterlilies

>> see all patterns with Alphabets & Monograms (all designers)
>> see all patterns with Dragonflies and other Bugs (all designers)

>> see all patterns suitable for Bathroom towels (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
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